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NEW QUESTION: 1
Universal Containers needs to provide Super User Access to a
few end users. Their end users are assigned several license
types for these Communities: * Customer Community * Customer
Community Plus * Employee Community * Partner Community. Which
two license types allow a Salesforce Admin to provide Super
User Access to the end users in this Community? Choose 2
answers
A. Customer Community Plus License
B. Partner Community License
C. LI Customer Community License
D. Employee Community License
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an ELB on AWS which has a set of web servers behind
them. There is a requirement that the SSL key used to encrypt
data is always kept secure. Secondly the logs of ELB should
only be decrypted by a subset of users. Which of these
architectures meets all of the requirements?
A. UseElastic Load Balancing to distribute traffic to a set of
web servers, configurethe load balancer toperform TCP load
balancing, use an AWS CloudHSM to perform the SSLtransactions,
and write yourweb server logs to a private Amazon S3 bucket
using Amazon S3 server-sideencryption.
B. UseElastic Load Balancing to distribute traffic to a set of
web servers. Configurethe load balancer toperform TCP load
balancing, use an AWS CloudHSM to perform the SSLtransactions,
and write yourweb server logs to an ephemeral volume that has
been encrypted using a randomlygenerated AES key.
C. UseElastic Load Balancing to distribute traffic to a set of
web servers. Toprotect the SSL private key.upload the key to
the load balancer and configure the load balancer to offloadthe
SSL traffic. Write yourweb server logs to an ephemeral volume
that has been encrypted using a randomlygenerated AES key.
B- UseElastic Load Balancing to distribute traffic to a set of
web servers. Use TCPIoad balancing on theload balancer and
configure your web servers to retrieve the private key from
aprivate Amazon S3bucket on boot. Write your web server logs to
a private Amazon S3 bucket usingAmazon S3
server-sideencryption.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
The AWS CIoudHSM service helps you meet corporate, contractual
and regulatory compliance requirements for data security by
using dedicated Hardware Security Module (HSM) appliances
within the AWS cloud. With CIoudHSM, you control the encryption
keys and cryptographic operations performed by the HSM.
Option D is wrong with the CIoudHSM option because of the
ephemeral volume which this is temporary storage For more
information on cloudhsm, please refer to the link:
* https://aws.amazon.com/cloudhsm/

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a Power BI model that contains a table named Sales.
Sales has the following three measures:
* A measure named Total Sales Last Year that displays the sales
from the previous calendar year. The
current value is 32.89 million.
* A measure named Total Sales This Year that displays the sales
from the current calendar year. The
current value is 11.69 million.
* A measure named Total Sales Difference that uses a DAX
formula of Sales[Last Year] - Sales[This

Year].
You need to create the following visualization.
How should you configure the visualization? To answer, drag the
appropriate measures to the correct fields.
Each value may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You
may need to drag the split bar between panes
or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/visuals/power-bi-visu
alization-radial-gauge-charts
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